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            Abstract
Over the past decade, artificial intelligence has been propelled forward by advances in machine learning algorithms and computational hardware, opening up myriads of new avenues for scientific research. Nevertheless, virtual assistants and voice control have yet to be widely used in the natural sciences. Here, we present ChemVox, an interactive Amazon Alexa skill that uses speech recognition to perform quantum chemistry calculations. This new application interfaces Alexa with cloud computing and returns the results through a capable device. ChemVox paves the way to making computational chemistry routinely accessible to the wider community.
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Fig. 2: ChemVox capabilities.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The database of ~5000 unique chemical words is available as Supplementary Data 1.

            

Code availability

              
              ChemVox is available on the Alexa Skills Store (https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08G1C97J5). The source code is available as open source on GitHub (https://github.com/mtzgroup/ChemVox) and Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4156443). A video tutorial showing how to build the code into an Alexa skill is available on YouTube (https://youtu.be/mQinUlxQU3k). An introductory video tutorial on ChemVox is also provided as Supplementary Video 1.
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